Notice: Transportation
Accommodation
Dai-ichi-life Higashi-Totsuka Training Center
89, Kawakami-cho, Totsuka-ku, Yokohama-shi, Kanagawa 244-0805, JAPAN
Tel. No.: 045-826-5111
*Please telephone to FALIA office in case of inquiries.

How to get to the accommodation from the airport
We would like you to come to “Higashi-Totsuka” – nearest JR station to the accommodation by yourself.
When you need to contact us, please telephone to FALIA office.
Business hours: *9 a.m. - 5 p.m., Mon - Fri
Tel. No.: 045-827-2671, 045-827-2672 or 045-827-2673
*If you would like to contact us after 5 p.m., please contact Mobile No.: 08049155122.
FALIA staff will meet you at the “Higashi-Totsuka” station and take you to the accommodation.
If we miss each other, please come out from the "west-exit" way and follow the attached map.
International Airlines arrive at Narita Airport or Haneda Airport and please make sure which airport you
will arrive. We inform you of the recommendable route as follows;
NARITA arrival
Take a JR (Sobu-) Yokosuka Line "Kaisoku Airport Narita (rapid express)" for "Higashi-Totsuka".
Fare: JPY 1,940
Journey time: Approx. 130 min. (2 h 10 m)
2)
Get off at the "Higashi-Totsuka" station and come up to the floor of EXIT.
(*) Please book the flight which arrives at Narita airport between 7:00 and 17:00.
This is because the check-in time at the accommodation is usually between 9:00 and 20:00.
If you find it difficult to meet the above request because of the flight availability,
please inform us of the situation before the final reservation.

1)

HANEDA arrival
Take a Keihin Kyuko Kuko Line for "Yokohama" station.
Weekdays, some trains run directly from Haneda to Yokohama and it will take about 19
to 44 min. for whole journey. If you cannot catch the above "direct" train, change the
train at "Keikyu Kamata" station to Kaisoku-Tokkyu (limited rapid express) or
Tokkyu (express) for the "Yokohama".
2)
Get off at the "Yokohama" station.
3)
Change the line to JR Yokosuka Line for the "Higashi-Totsuka" station for 8 min.
4)
Get off at the "Higashi-Totsuka" station and come up to the floor of EXIT.
Fare: JPY 450 (Haneda Int’l Terminal to Yokohama) & JPY 170 (Yokohama to Higashi-Totsuka)
Journey time: Approx. 19 - 44 min. (Haneda Int’l Terminal to Yokohama)
and for JR line, Approx. 8 min. (from Yokohama to Higashi-Totsuka)
(*) Please book the flight which arrives at Haneda airport between 8:00 and 18:00.
This is because the check-in time at the accommodation is usually between 9:00 and 20:00.
If you find it difficult to meet the above request because of the flight availability,
please inform us of the situation before the final reservation.
1)

Tips
•

On arrival at the "Higashi-Totsuka" platform, if you have heavy luggages, there is an escalator available (one
side is the stairway only and the other side has one). And also you can use an elevator / lift.

Quick guide from NARITA
Arrival at Narita
｜
Proceed through "Immigration (Passport Control)".
"Baggage Claim".
"Customs Inspection".
｜
Go to JR to buy the train ticket to "Higashi-Totsuka".
(Till this stage, it'll take about 40-60 min.)
｜
Train departure
｜
Arrival at the "Higashi-Totsuka" station where FALIA staff
is waiting.
(Train journey will take about 130 min.)
｜
Get out from "west exit" to walk about 5 min.
｜
Arrival at the training center.

Quick guide from HANEDA
Arrival at HANEDA
｜
Proceed through "Immigration (Passport Control)".
"Baggage Claim".
"Customs Inspection".
｜
Go to Keihin Kyuko to buy the train ticket to "Yokohama".
(Till this stage, it'll take about 30-40 min.)
｜
Train departure
｜
Arrival at the "Yokohama" station and change to the line
to JR Yokosuka Line for the “Higashi-Totsuka.
(Train journey will take about 40 min.)
｜
Arrival at the “Higashi-Totsuka” station where FALIA staff
is waiting.
Get out from "west exit" to walk about 5 min.
｜
Arrival at the training center.

If you happen to lose your way, please show this memo
and ask for help.
EN:

I'd like to go to JR Higashi-Totsuka.
Please tell me how to get there.

JP:

JR 東戸塚駅まで行きたいので、行き方を教えて
ください。
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*** To the Accommodation
B
take the west exit
(take the right side exit when you come out from the ticket gate)
take the escalator located beside TOKYU store to upstairs
walk along the bus stops following the red route line on the map above
when you see the seven-eleven shop at the left side, go straight between 2 buildings

A

BELISTA TOWER : FALIA office
Belista tower 4F, 91-1 kawakami-Cho, Totsuka-Ku, Yokohama-Shi, Kanagawa 244-0805
phone: 045-827-2671, 2672, 2673 (09:00 – 17:00), 08049155122 (after 17:00)

B

Dai-ichi-life Higashi-Totsuka Training Center : Accommodation
89 Kawakami-Cho, Totsuka-Ku, Yokohama-Shi, Kanagawa 244-0805
phone: 045-826-5111
*Please contact FALIA office or mobile if necessary!

